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Abstract
One in four children in the US live in a family in which they exposed to alcoholism. Children of
alcoholics (COAs) are two to ten times more likely to develop alcoholism than non-COAs. This
paper reviews studies that have attempted to identify risk factors that mediate the increased
vulnerability, and protective factors that moderate the risk. Factors discussed include parental
antisocial personality disorder, externalizing behavior, internalizing symptoms, differential
response to the effects of alcohol, and positive and negative alcohol-related expectancies. The
heterogeneous nature of COAs is emphasized, and some of the challenges related to treatment
and prevention are discussed.
Lieberman, D. Z. (2000). Children of alcoholics: an update. Current opinion in pediatrics, 12(4),
336.

Introduction
There is a great deal of interest in the effects of parental alcoholism on children, and it appears
that this problem is growing. A recent study found that one in four children in the United States
are exposed to family alcohol abuse or dependence [1]. Families with an alcoholic member tend
to be more disorganized, unstable, and can lead to abuse or neglect of the children. Children
growing up in these families are vulnerable to economic hardship, medical problems,
psychopathology, and have an increased risk of developing substance abuse problems
themselves. The increased risk is mediated in part via genetic vulnerability, increased risk for
externalizing behavior, and internalizing symptoms, lower IQ and school performance.

Children of alcoholics (COAs) are two to ten times more likely to develop alcoholism than
non-COAS. The prevalence of alcoholism among adults ages 18 years and older is
approximately seven percent [2]. Still, most COAs do not develop alcoholism or other substance
abuse disorders, and most of them do not develop any kind of psychiatric disorder at all. This
finding has led to an intense interest in identifying risk factors or pathways (Table 1) that lead to
either psychopathology or health, so that effective prevention and treatment interventions can be
developed.

Phenotypic Markers
Efforts have been made to better understand phenotypic markers of high risk for alcoholism
among subjects who have not yet developed any alcohol-related problems. Better
characterization of risk factors or markers for high risk will allow preventive interventions to be
directed at those children who are at greatest risk. Abnormalities of event-related potentials are

one of the most extensively studied markers of high risk for alcoholism. Anomalies of
event-related potentials have been found to be associated with both the acute and chronic effects
of alcohol intake. Their association with pre-morbid vulnerablitlity to alcoholism was
investigated when it was found that some anomalies, specifically abnormalities of the P300
component, were found not to recover at all, even after long periods of abstinence [3*]. The
P300 wave is a positive deflection which is elicited in particular paradigms in which the subject
is required to attend to specific stimuli. Further studies established that these abnormalities were
present in sons of alcoholic males, who had never been exposed to alcohol, and this finding led
to the hypothesis that these abnormalities were markers of genetic risk for alcoholism [4].

More recent studies have examined this phenomenon more closely. Visual and auditory
event-related potentials were studied in the context of three distinct groups: children of alcoholic
fathers with and without other alcoholic relatives, and a control group of children of
nonalcoholics [5]. Only the children with multiple relatives affected by alcoholism displayed
significant abnormalities. This result suggests that that the abnormalities are associated with
genetic factors, and are not the result of some unknown environmental factor associated with
having an alcoholic father. It also suggests that it is important to distinguish so called
high-density family history children from those who have only a single affected parent when
studying event-related potential anomalies. Failure to do so may lead to a failure to find
significant differences between COA and non-COA groups.

The actual connection between event-related anomalies and increased risk of alcoholism remains
unclear. Other studies have attempted to clarify the relationship between phenotypic

characteristics of children of alcoholics and increased risk for the development of alcoholism.
Differential response to the effect of alcohol is a variable that appears to be directly linked to
alcohol-related problems. A large, ongoing, prospective study [6**] looked at the level of
response to alcohol in drinking, but not alcohol dependent 20-year old sons of alcoholics and
controls. At 15 year follow-up it was found that a low level of response to alcohol predicted the
subsequent development of alcoholism.

Other studies support this finding. An earlier study [7] found that sons of alcoholics produce less
cortisol, less adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), and display less body sway after two or
three drinks. It appears that sons of alcoholics innately possess greater tolerance to the effects of
alcohol than do sons of nonalcoholics, and are therefore at greater risk for developing
alcohol-related problems. It has been suggested [8] that people tend to regulate their drinking by
monitoring the effects the alcohol has on them. The experience of being impaired or intoxicated
leads them to stop, or at least slow down, their alcohol consumption. Greater tolerance to the
intoxicating effects of alcohol interferes with this regulatory mechanism, and leads to increased
consumption.

Increasing the risk even further, sons of alcoholics appear to be more sensitive to the rewarding
[9, 10] and anxiolytic [11] effects of alcohol. This type of response is manifest during the
drinking stage in which blood alcohol levels are rising. Subjects with multigenerational family
histories of alcoholism were compared to age-matched family history negative controls with high
and low sensitivity to anxiety. Subjects were exposed to aversive stimuli, and physiological
response was measured. Both family history positive and family history negative subjects with

high anxiety experienced dampened heart rate reactivity in response to alcohol. The family
history negative subjects with low anxiety did not experience this kind of reaction. Anxiety
disorders are a known risk factor for alcoholism [12], because people suffering from anxiety may
use alcohol to “self medicate” overly stimulated states. The fact that subjects in this study with
family histories of alcoholism experienced reactions to alcohol similar to the subjects with
anxiety suggests that the “self medication” hypothesis might also explain a portion of their
increased risk as well.

Hangover severity is another variable that distinguishes sons of alcoholics from sons of
nonalcoholics. Span and Earleywine [13] confirmed earlier studies [14, 15] demonstrating that
sons of alcoholics report greater hangover symptoms after ingestion of alcohol. Hangover
symptoms are conceptualized as a kind of withdrawal syndrome. Some drinkers will attempt to
ameliorate the symptoms of a hangover, by further ingestion of alcohol. This strategy is
colloquially termed “hair of the dog.” Because the hangover symptoms return as blood alcohol
levels fall, this strategy can lead to a pattern of increasing alcohol use. The authors speculate that
greater withdrawal and hangover symptoms experienced by sons of alcoholics, make them more
likely to treat the hangover with alcohol injection, and consequently at greater risk for the
development of problem drinking.

Intranuova and Powers have published data suggesting that COAs may have an increased risk of
alcoholism because beer tastes better to them [16]. 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP) is a chemical
present in some brands of beer that gives it a bitter flavor. People are able to taste PROP to
varying degrees. COAs are significantly more likely to be nontasters of PROP than children of

nonalcoholics [17]. When tasters, nontasters, and supertasters of PROP were asked to rate a beer
high in PROP (Pilsner Urquell), perceived bitterness was directly related to ability to taste
PROP, and inversely related to the degree to which the subjects liked the taste of the beer.
Because the ability to taste PROP results in less enjoyment of certain beers, those who are able to
detect it might drink less. As mentioned above, COAs are more likely to be non-tasters of PROP.
Therefore, the PROP present in certain beers would not lead to an unpleasant bitter taste, and the
non-tasting sons of alcoholics might be more likely to consume it.

The study enrolled subjects with varying abilities to detect the taste of PROP, but none of them
had alcohol abuse or dependence. Among this normal population, their was no relationship
between PROP tasting ability and amount of alcohol consumed. Further studies are needed to
clarify the significance of diminished PROP tasting ability in COAs.

Psychosocial Issues
A number of studies have examined the psychosocial consequences experienced by children of
alcoholics, and have attempted to determine the factors that mediate increased risk of substance
abuse disorders among COAs. Comorbidity of antisocial personality disorder in an alcoholic
father appears to be one variable that mediates the development of behavioral and other problems
among COAs. Compared to children from nonalcoholic homes, COAs have been found to have
more behavioral problems. Higher levels of behavioral problems, as measured by the Achenbach
Child Behavioral Checklist-Parent Version are found in children whose fathers have comorbid
antisocial personality disorder [18*]. The same study found lower intellectual functioning among

COAs, although no additional effect among children who had antisocial fathers. The authors note
that although IQ scores were lower among COAs, they were still within the normal range.

The actual relationship between internalizing symptoms, externalizing behavior and the
development of substance abuse disorders among COAs is the focus of a study by Hussong, et al
[19**]. Externalizing behaviors may increase the likelihood of the subsequent development of
substance abuse due to contact with antisocial peers, however it is unclear whether externalizing
behavior is a cause of alcohol involvement, or if both problems are manifestations of a single
underlying trait [20]. Similarly, internalizing symptoms may lead to substance use through an
attempt to self medicate anxiety or depression, or the two may also reflect an underlying
vulnerability present throughout development [21].

Hussong, et al found greater degrees of externalizing behavior among children of alcoholic and
antisocial parents, and also found that these kinds of behavioral problems were a unique
mediator between parent psychopathology and heavy alcohol use. However, parental alcoholism
remained a significant risk factor for heavy alcohol use in adolescent offspring even after
controlling for externalizing behavior, indicating that it is not the only factor accounting for the
increased risk. The study did not find a relationship between greater internalizing symptoms and
heavy alcohol use, thus failing to support the self-medication model. Internalizing symptoms
were related to higher initial alcohol consumption, indicating that subjects who drank large
amounts of alcohol were more likely to suffer from anxiety or depression. However,
internalizing symptoms were not associated with prospective changes in heavy drinking,
indicating that drinking behavior was not directly influenced by the symptoms. Therefore it

appears that symptoms of anxiety and depression are a result, rather than a precursor, of
excessive alcohol involvement [22]. Although the association between alcohol and depression is
well established, the relationship appears to be a complex one, and the actual mechanism by
which alcohol may cause depression remains unknown [23, 24].

With substantial evidence supporting the negative effects of an antisocial father on the
development of his children, it might be expected that the absence of an alcoholic father would
be protective [25]. Carbonneau, et al examined the effect of paternal absence on the development
of sons of alcoholics [26*]. Divorce is common among alcoholics [27], and antisocial fathers are
at greater risk for incarceration, so a significant portion of COAs are raised in single parent
families. Although the study did confirm the relationship between paternal alcoholism and
developmental problems in boys, specifically oppositional and hyperactive behavior, it did not
find any effect of paternal absence. This finding led the authors to suggest that the problem
behaviors begin early, and persist over time, despite changes in family structure.

Alcohol-related expectancies is another way in which risk for alcoholism can be transmitted
from parents to offspring. Children who believe that use of alcohol will lead to positive benefits
are at greater risk for developing alcohol-related problems than those who have negative
expectancies [28]. Examples of positive expectancies include the belief that alcohol will make
them experience positive mood states, enhance sexual functioning, and increase assertiveness
[29].

A study involving a group of normal second graders who were asked about the expected effects
of beer versus iced tea in adults found that the children had greater negative expectancies toward
beer, and more positive expectancies for iced tea [30]. Their expectancies also varied by the
gender of the drinker. They expected fewer desirable consequences for female drinkers of beer
than for male drinkers. The authors concluded that children develop expectancies regarding the
effects of alcohol long before they actually begin to consume it.

There is debate over whether having an alcoholic parent is more likely to lead to positive or
negative expectancies. One hypothesis proposes that children of alcoholics should have more
negative expectancies as a result of witnessing the negative effects of alcohol on their parents
and family. The alternative hypothesis is that children of alcoholics should have positive
expectancies due to either social learning, or as a result of a more positive response to alcohol
[31*]. Wiers et al examined these contrasting hypotheses in a group of COAs aged 7 to 18 years,
and a group of age-matched controls. They found that elementary school-aged COAs had greater
negative expectancies than controls, consistent with the first hypothesis. However, older COAs
had more positive expectancies, suggesting that once alcohol use is initiated, the more favorable
response experienced by COAs outweighs the earlier effects of aversive learning.

Because of the relationship between alcohol-related expectancies and drinking patterns, directly
challenging positive expectancies would be expected to result in lower levels of consumption.
This hypothesis was tested with interventions that either challenged the expectancy of increased
arousal or increased sociability [32]. Both interventions were found to reduce both positive
expectancies and actual alcohol consumption during the intervention, and six weeks later.

Conclusion
Identifying COAs remains a significant challenge. Because of the societal stigma associated with
alcoholism, COAs are often reluctant to identify themselves out of a sense of shame. Offering
universal prevention programs in schools to all children is one way to reach COAs without
distinguishing them from their peers in a way that would make them uncomfortable.
Unfortunately, universal prevention programs, in which the intervention is offered to all
members of a group regardless of their individual risk status, can be prohibitively expensive. A
less expensive strategy is to identify patients in treatment for alcohol problems who have
children, and then offering a selective intervention to those children.

Information arising from these and other studies point to multiple pathways of risk for children
of alcoholics. Risk of developing alcoholism or other drug addiction is increased by differential
responses to the effects of alcohol, and the numerous environmental stresses they can be exposed
to as a result of having an alcoholic parent. Nevertheless, COAs represent a heterogeneous
group, most of whom develop into normal adults without substance abuse problems. More work
is needed to achieve a better understanding of the specific factors that mediate and moderate risk
in this population, so that effective prevention and treatment strategies can be delivered to this
very large group of at-risk children.
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Risk Factors for the Development of Alcoholism in COAs
Risk factor

Reference

Lower level of response
to intoxicating effects
of alcohol

[6, 7, 8]

Higher level of response
to rewarding and
anxiolytic effects of alcohol

[9, 10, 11, 31]

Greater hangover/withdrawal
symptoms after drinking
alcohol

[13, 14, 15]

Inability to taste PROP

[16, 17]

Fathers with co-morbid
antisocial PD

[18]

Externalizing behavior

[19]

Positve alcohol-related
expectancies

[28, 29, 31, 32]

Table 1: COAs are two to ten times more likely to develop
alcoholism than non-COAs. The increased risk appears to be
mediated via multiple pathways.

